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The topic for this issue is 
                                      animals found on farms, in zoos, or in aquariums.

                                                              last night's supper
                                                              a fresh meal
                                                              for the pig

                                                              Lori A. Minor - USA

petting zoo
my reindeer dreams
of snowflight

Alan Summers - UK 

                                                              lifting fog 
                                                              the new  lamb's 
                                                              gambol

                                                              Samantha Renda - South Africa 

that other world - 
no farms, no zoos,
no aquariums 

Robert Epstein - USA 

                                                              darkening sky -
                                                              the pregnant buffalo
                                                              starts lowing

                                                              Angelee Deodhar - India

aquarium at night -
in children's dreams
dolphins' song

Angiola Inglese - Italy 



                                                              new foals . . .
                                                              the morning-scented
                                                              pasture

                                                              Debbie Strange - Canada

face-to-face 
with my inner child
ring-tailed lemur

Andy McLellan - UK

                                                              hands-on exhibit
                                                              stingrays frame
                                                              the warning signs

                                                              Tia Haynes - USA

childhood sun -
scraped knees
chasing the chicks

Lucia Cardillo - Italy 
                                                            
                                                              a donkey's bray -
                                                              the village darkness
                                                              deepens

                                                              David He Zhuanglang - China

glazed eyes 
a lion watches . . .
the watchers

Madhuri Pillai - Australia



                                                              hill puddle
                                                              a cow grazes 
                                                              in its reflection

                                                              Lucia Fontana - Italy 

cries for freedom
listening
to the zoo lion

Timothy Murphy - Spain

                                                              reception
                                                              three cows mooing
                                                              on the porch

                                                              Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

spotted turtle
will I outgrow
my shell

Debbi Antebi - UK 

                                                              house sparrows
                                                              among the zoo birds -
                                                              the same menu

                                                              Tomislav Maretić - Croatia

inside the courtyard
the peacock wheel
applauds a child

Angela Giordano - Italy 



                                                              minefields
                                                              from one hill to another
                                                              a donkey's bray

                                                              Marta Chocilowska - Poland
born in a barn
on Christmas Eve
twelve kittens

Christina Sng - Singapore 

                                                              the nursing monkey 
                                                              boundaries 
                                                              not yet known 

                                                              Pat Davis - USA

geese
running wild
the farmer's son

Mike Gallagher - Ireland 

                                                              all children's noses
                                                              on the tank . . .
                                                              Manta ray

                                                              Marina Bellini - Italy 

pacing pacing
the perimeter fence . . .
king of the jungle

Karen Harvey - UK 



 

                                                              fresh meadow hay
                                                              the horse's muzzle
                                                              in my hair

                                                              Martha Magenta - UK 

orange 
is the new black
bat star

Deborah P. Kolodji - USA

                                                              antelope hunting 
                                                              the farmer shoots
                                                              at the wind

                                                              Celestine Nudanu - Ghana 

honeysuckle breeze 
in a circle of lowing
the newborn calf

Julie Warther - USA
                                                    
                                                              mixed breed chick
                                                              a rainbow forming
                                                              in the moonlight

                                                              Angelo B. Ancheta - Philippines 

                                                              
                                                              



                                                              Aquarium . . .
                                                              a turtle still remembers
                                                              the sound of the sea 

                                                              Eufemia Griffo - Italy

grandparents' farm
child from afar poses
with the no-name pig

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

distant hill
a lamb in and out

of clouds

Rajandeep Garg - India

----------  Announcement  ----------

The Haiku Foundation has added issues of "Stardust Haiku" to the 
foundation's digital library.
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